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JDBC: Practical Guide for Java ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
JDBC: Practical Guide for Java Programmers is the quickest way to gain the skills required for connecting your Java application to a SQL database.  Practical, tutorial-based coverage keeps you focused on the essential tasks and techniques, and incisive explanations cement your understanding of the API features you'll use again and again....
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Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XMLApress, 2011

	Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XML provides solutions to the most common website problems, and gives you a deep understanding of web standards and how they can be applied to improve your website. You will learn how to create fully standards-compliant websites and provide search engine-optimized Web documents with...
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Hadoop Backup and Recovery solutionsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn the best strategies for data recovery from Hadoop backup clusters and troubleshoot problems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Hadoop's backup needs, recovery strategy, and troubleshooting
	
		Determine common failure points, intimate HBase, and explore different backup...
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Advanced .NET ProgrammingApress, 2002
This is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It is based on  the philosophy that the best approach to writing good, high-performance, robust  applications that take full advantage of the features of .NET is to understand  what's going on deep under the hood. This means that there are chapters that  explore the .NET internals...
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Pro Java Programming, Second EditionApress, 2005
Pro Java Programming, J2SE 5.0 Edition is ideal for the experienced C++, Perl or other language programmer who is new to Java or to the Java programmer who is beyond the Beginning level Java book. Pro Java Programming covers the latest J2SE 5.0 platform and the core JDK. It shows how to take advantage of the...
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Enterprise Content Management with Microsoft SharePointMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Solve your content management problems efficiently with Microsoft SharePoint

	
		Meet the challenges of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) head on, using rich ECM features in SharePoint 2013. Led by two ECM experts, you’ll learn how to build a solid information architecture (IA) for managing documents,...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	Using Microsoft SharePoint 2010 technologies, organizations can bring together, utilize, and collaborate with information from virtually any source. Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Unleashed is the most complete, practical resource for all administrators, managers, architects, users, and power users who want to make the...
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OPC Unified ArchitectureSpringer, 2009


	The OPC Foundation provides specifications for data exchange in industrial automation.

	There is a long history of COM/DCOM-based specifications, most prominent

	OPC Data Access (DA), OPC Alarms and Events (A&E), and OPC Historical

	Data Access (HDA), which are widely accepted in the industry and implemented

	by almost every...
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Practical SharePoint 2010 Information ArchitectureApress, 2012

	Practical SharePoint 2010 Information Architecture is a guide and tool set for planning and documenting the scope, navigational taxonomy, document taxonomy, metadata, page layouts and workflows for a successful SharePoint 2010 project. If you have been tasked with delivering an intranet for collaboration, document management or as a...
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XML SchemasSybex, 2002
To many XML believers and purists, there’s been a canker at the heart of the beautiful rose that is XML since its very inception. Worse still, some believe that canker was put there by design. That canker is, of course, the Document Type Definition, or DTD, that defines the very essence of XML. DTDs are “foreign imports” based on...
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Robot Framework Test AutomationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create test suites and automated acceptance tests from scratch


	Overview

	
		Create a Robot Framework test file and a test suite
	
		Identify and differentiate between different test case writing styles
	
		Full of easy- to- follow steps, to get you started with Robot Framework

...
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Pro PowerShell for Amazon Web Services: DevOps for the AWS CloudApress, 2014

	Pro PowerShell for Amazon Web Services is written specifically for Windows professionals who already know PowerShell and want to learn to host Windows workloads in the Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) cloud service. The cloud offers information technology workers significant cost savings and agility unimaginable even just a few...
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